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The reliability and usefulness of data collected through student responses, is largely dependent on the ability of the surveyed student to effectively reflect on behaviours that relate to their learning experience.

The aim of the SELFie REFLEXIVE survey is to leverage the intensified processes of self-reflection created by novel forms of convergence across the social landscape to which photography is embedded, to record and examine learning behaviours.

The project deploys a visual ethnographic methodology that uses ‘selfies’ as the reflective artifact on which relevant and authentic insights into the student learning experience can be explored. Presenting the outcomes of the survey using an infographic model, the objective of the survey is to yield accurate practical measures of the variances and patterns in the student experience in higher education, and to create alternative formats on which to describe the connections between behaviour and learning in this sector.

DISCLOSURE OF THE SELF

The disclosure of the self: this is an examination of the self[ie] and conscious, an act of remaking the self and using this as the mechanism to develop knowledge about the performance of the self as student. These comments are the reflexive personal memories of the student that enable the routines of student life to be made explicit.

REGIME OF PERFECTION

The reflective process mediated by the selfie, reveals a strong desire in the student for transformation. This regime of perfection proceeds systematically by building upon levels of self-discipline. It is evident in the reflexive comments where there is consistent use of terms for struggling, resisting, overcoming, prevailing, words for attaining, gaining, achieving success. Where this struggle to achieve is apparent in the selfie[reflection], it reveals an attempt to transform the self through vigour of conduct.

DESIGN OF THE REGIME OF PERFECTION MODEL

The desire for transformation communicated in the self[ie] reflexive process highlights the importance that students place on their emotional engagement with learning. Analysis of this emotional engagement, in which the student strives to overcome obstacles to transformation, reveals indicators of the theoretical principles most commonly used to benchmark a student’s psychological engagement with modes of learning. The auto-ethnographic statements captured in this project, have been assessed for alignment with topologies of student engagement styles and the numbers of responses that identify with each of these dimensions, recorded in the Regime of Perfection Model to the right, the underpinning pedagogic values associated with the reflexive comments and the volume of these recorded, have been mapped graphically. The design of the model reporting the quantitative values of engagement modes has been implemented to both capture the variance and diversity of experiences of the student as they engage with their learning, and map the interconnected and competing issues that create the nature of student engagement.

CONCLUSIONS

The visualisation created by the Regime Of Perfection Model, helps to map the less tangible aspects of learning, such as attitudes, transforming behaviours and adaptability. The model emphasises the dynamic nature of completing positive and negative emotions that construct the mode of student engagement. Operating to counter the reliance on surveys to define student engagement, and modes of recording student data that obscures the student voice, the selfie[reflection] survey provides a model on which the information captured, records both pedagogic benchmarks and the richness of variances in the student experience.

1 Revealing how knowledge of the self can be facilitated by technology, Foucault describes how the process of self-disclosure works to construct a narrative that is essentially progressive, for further information see Technologies of the Self: A Reader with Material Forewords by J. H. Martin, M. E. Kusinch, & P. V. Cohen (eds). Sage Publications, London, 1989, 489 pp.

2 The questions used to which the auto-ethnographic statements were assessed against were constructed using the framework for understanding student engagement as described in: T. A. Fry, T. M. C. C. (2011) Teaching Student Engagement in Higher Education. Scholar of Higher Education. 4(1), 59-75, DOI:10.4018/jshde.2011010104, 103.